This paper is devoted to the formulation and proof of an abstract alphabet version of the fundamental theorem of Shannon's rate distortion theory. The validity of the theorem is established for both discrete and continuous parameter information sources satisfying a certain regularity condition intermediate in restrictiveness between ergodicity and weak mixing. For ease of presentation, only single letter fidelity criteria are considered during the main development after which various generalizations are indicated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rate distortion function was introduced by Shannon (1948 Shannon ( , 1959 to specify the rate at which a source produces information relative to a fidelity criterion. Rate distortion theory is an essential tool in the study of analog data sources and, more generally, is applicable to any communication problem in which the entropy rate of the source exceeds the capacity of the channel over which it must be transmitted. Since perfect transmission is impossible in such situations, it becomes fruitful to study the problem of approximating the given source with one of lower entropy in such a way that the least possible distortion results relative to some prescribed fidelity criterion.
For the case of a bounded distortion measure and a discrete parameter source producing statistically independent samples, Shannon (1959) defined the rate distortion function, R(-), and then proved that R (D) represents the minimum capacity a channel must have in order for it to be possible to reproduce the source at the channel output with an average distortion no greater than D. The extension to discrete parameter sources with memory was briefly sketched also, though no consideration Present address: School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850. 254 was given to the statistical dependence between successive blocks of source letters used in the random coding argument.
In the present paper we provide a detailed proof of an abstract alphabet formulation of the fundamental theorem of rate distortion theory for discrete or continuous parameter sources and unbounded distortion measures. The statistical dependence between successive blocks of letters produced by the source necessitates our imposing a regularity condition on the source called block ergodicity (see Definition 1), which is intermediate in restrictiveness between ordinary ergodicity and weak mixing. Our main result (Theorem 2) may be interpreted as formally establishing that the source-fidelity criterion combinations in question possess the property of information stability required for application of the basic theorems presented by Dobrushin (1959) in his generalized formulation of information theory.
While this paper was undergoing review Goblick (1967) reported similar results for time discrete strongly mixing sources. Still more recently Gailager (1968) has successfully treated time discrete finite alphabet ergodic sources by means of a decomposition technique devised by Nedoma (1963) .
The terminology and notation employed are presented in Section II together with certain preliminary results. The rate distortion function of an information source with respect to a (single letter) fidelity criterion is defined in Section III. The fundamental theorem of rate distortion theory, which imbues the rate distortion function with its operational significance, is stated and proved in Section IV. Some straightforward generalizations of the results are indicated in the final section.
II. TERMINOLOGY, NOTATION, AND PRELIMINARIES
Let the space Z0, called the joint alphabet, be the Cartesian product of two non-empty abstract spaces X0 and Y0 called the message alphabet and the approximating alphabet, respectively. Let Z-0 be the product z-algebra of subsets of Z0 derived from the z-algebras ~:0 and ~50 of subsets of X0 and ]To, respectively. Let the measurable space (z, z) = II (zt, zt) tEM be the infinite Cartesian product of exemplars (Zt, Zt) Let t~(" ) be a probability on the ~-algebra 9C, that is, a nonnegative, countably additive set function such that ~(X) = 1. We call the triple IX, ~C,/z] the message source, or simply the source whenever no ambiguity results. Following MeMillan (1953), we abbreviate the symbol for the source to [X, ~] . Elements x E X are called realizations of the source. We use the symbol "r [#]" to indicate that the proposition rr(x) is true for almost every x with respect to ~.
The value assumed by the projection of a ~ realization x E X into the to ~C~.t. The measurable spaces (Y,.,, ad,,t) and (Zr,,, Z~.t) are defined by expressions analogous to (1). For completeness, we set (Xt.t, ~Ct.t) = (Xt, ~Ct), with analogous notation for the approximating and joint spaces, too. For the particular case of r = 0 a single, superscript t is used, e.g., (X0.,, ~c0,,, ~0.,)~ = (x ~, a: ~, ~,').
Typical elements of Xt [Y t, Z t] are called message [approximating, joint] t-blocks and are denoted by xt [y t, z t = (x t, yt) ].
We indulge in the following abuses of notation: The symbol x~ used to denote the sth component of a realization x E X also is used to denote the sth component of a typical t-block, x t, 0 =< s < t. Moreover, the superscript t of xt, yt and z t often is suppressed, since one or two judiciousy placed t's generally suffice to permit relatively lengthy expressions to be interpreted unambiguously.
Let {T t, t E M} be the group of shift transformations from X to X set E. We shall subsequently be concerned with encoding the source [X, u] by means of operations on successive message blocks. In this regard consider segmenting each realization x E X into an infinite sequence of r-blocks. The space of all such infinite sequences of r-blocks, together with the a-algebra and probability naturally induced by 9C and ~, will be denoted by [X, #] (a) For every x C X t, the set function q t (x, • ) is a probability on qJ t. (b) For every F E qjt, the function qt( , F) is t
• ~C -measurable. Let co t denote the joint probability induced on Z ~ by #~ and q~. That is, for any set G E Z t, we have 2
where G~ = {y: (x, y) E G}. We denote the marginal probability that t qjt co induces on by
pt (F) and the product probability on Z ~ derived from the marginais of cot by
If co* is absolutely continuous with respect to w t (henceforth written Unless subscripted by a particular set, integrals with respect go a probability extend over the entire space governed by that probability. t << wt), then we denote the associated Radon-Nikodym derivative by f~ = d~t/dw t.
If t << w t, then for any G E Z t we have
Comparing (2) and (3) 
where the supremum is taken with respect to all partitions {G~I of the space Z t by countably many rectangles G~ = E~ X F~ with E~ C 9C t and F~ C qjt Dobrushin (1959) shows that the value of It always is nonnegative and remains unchanged if the restriction to rectangular partitions is relaxed. When o~ t and w t are induced by a transition probability qt, then Is becomes a functional of qt which we shall denote by It(q Pinsker (1960) . We shall need the so-called generalized Shannon-McS~[illan limit theorem and its corollary, the generalized asymptotic equipartition property (AEP). The following version of the theorem, due to Perez (1964) , is essentially the most general to be established to date.
T~EOREM 1. ( Perez's Theorem). Let the joint source [Z, Z, ~] be stationary, and let ( Z t, Z t, ¢o t) be its restriction to joint t-blocks. Then the finiteness of the information rate,
All logarithms in this paper are to the base e. (7) is finite, then for all e > 0
is a necessary and su~cient condition for the existence of an invariant, ~-integrable function h( z) such that 4
lim (l/t)logft(z) = h(z)[~].(8)
If [Z, Z, ~] is ergodic as well, then h( z ) is a constant, namely the information rate R of (7). COROLLARY 1. (Generalized AEP). If the joint source [Z, Z, ~] of Theorem 1 also is ergodic and R of
limit{z:] (l/t)logft(z) -R]> el = 0.(9)
III. THE RATE DISTORTION FUNCTION
In this section we define the rate distortion function of an information source with respect to a single letter fidelity criterion.
Any Z0-measurable function p mapping Zo into [0, ~ ) is called a single letter distortion measure. Its physical significance is that p (a, f~) specifies the distortion that results when a C X0 is approximated by fl C Y0 • We associate with p a family of distortion measures,
each member of which maps Z into [0, ~ ). Specifically, we set p0 (z) = p(Zo), and for t >0 we define
for discrete or continuous time, respectively. Since pt(z) depends only on those components of z that belong to z t, it is also possible to interpret it as a Zt-measurable mapping from Z t into [0, ~ ) and we often shall. D~FINITION 3. The family of distortion measures Fp of (10) is called a single letter fidelity criterion.
We proceed to define the rate distortion function of a message source with respect to a single letter fidelity criterion. Toward this end let us introduce the family of functions, {Rt(D), 0 =< t < ~}, defined as follows:
For each D ff [0, ~ ), let Qt(D) be the class of transition probabilities qt:
That is, qt belongs to Qt(D) only if it induces a joint probability ~ on Zt for which the average distortion ~)(q) between message t-blocks and approximating t-blocks does not exceed D. We also introduce the average information rate (Rt(q) defined, with reference to (5), to be
where the value ~-~ is not excluded.
Qt ( 
t *-~00
For completeness we record here the following facts concerning R (D) (Shannon, 1959) . First, the "inf" may be deleted in (15) It is heuristically clear from Definition 4 that R (D), if finite, in some sense represents the minimum average information per unit time that must be supplied about a realization x E X in order to permit specification of a y E Y that approximates this x with an average distortion with respect to Fp that does not exceed D. A precise mathematical statement of the sense in which this heuristic interpretation of R(D)is correct is provided by the fundamental theorem of rate distortion theory.
IV. T H E FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF RATE DISTORTION THEORY
In this section we prove our main result (Theorem 2) and then discuss some of its implications. 
For all t any set S c Y* that contains only N elements, where log -~ -<_ t[R( D ) --e], must satisfy the inequality D( S) > D.
Proof. We shall prove the positive statement by a random coding argument. Consider an ensemble of subsets S of yt each of which contains N elements, where N is the largest integer in exp {t[R(D) + e]}. If we can show that the average over this ensemble of D(S) as defined in (17) does not exceed D -t-e, then at least one S in the ensemble must satisfy inequality (17) and the proof will be complete.
We define our ensemble of subsets of yt as follows. The choice of a particular set of N elements of yt m a y be envisioned as the choice of a single element S E Y* ~. We choose each such S independently of all the others according to a common probability measure X tAT defined on aJ *v. Furthermore we select the N elements of each S independently, i.e., X tN = ~1 t x ~2 t x "'" X ~J,
where each vi t is a probability on ~t. Moreover, for i = 1, 2, • • • , N -1, we set each vi t equal to a common probability, t . The probability ~N ~ that governs the selection Of i~he last element of each set is a degenerate o n e concentrated at a speciM element b C Yt, where b m a y be taken as any approximating t-block for which
In particular, one candidate for b is that element every component of 5 Either, but not both, of the e's in the positive statement may be set to zero by a straightforward extension of the proof given below. which is the ~ that appears in (16), in which case the integral in (20) equals 8. Since this choice of b simplifies subsequent arguments, we set b, = f~, 0 _-< s < t. Recalling (17) and (18) Now (20) and (22) imply that the iterated integral appearing on the far right of (23) is finite, so Fubini's theorem yields f (f. ,,,(x , =,,,) J -f,,(f,,=¢,, , =) The inner integral on the right of (24) is the ensemble average of p= (x I S) for fixed x. Hence, letting
Pt = Pt(ulx) = X~{S:pt(xIS) < u}
denote the cumulative probability distribution function of pt(x IS) for fixed x, we may write ) r(r '+' ) 
where we have used the fact that Pt(u [ x) is a monotonic nonincreasing function of u that never exceeds unity. (Of course, we are also assuming that ~ > D, since the theorem is trivial for ~ < D.) Substituting (26) into (25) and upper bounding the integration over A by integration over X ~ allows us to replace (23) by
We complete the proof by showing that both integrals in (27) vanish in the limit of infinite t. The integral over 2~ may be dispensed with by means of the ergodie theorem. Toward this end we write 
Because IX, #] is ergodic, the first term within the absolute value brackets in (31) converges to the expected value of po (X, [3) , namely ~ of (16). Thus, ut(2: U/~) --* 0, and the integral in (30) vanishes for large t since 8 is arbitrary. We now show that the other integral in (27), namely where t is the common probability governing the independent selection of the other N -1 elements of S. At this point it becomes necessary to discuss in greater detail the manner in which we select v ~. First, we choose a block length r large enough to ensure that
R~.(D) < R(D) + 8/2. (34)
Next, recalling (13) and (14), we choose a transition probability q~ E Q~(D) for which
6~,(q) < R,(D) + ~/2. (35)
In the ensuing discussion q" is referred to as the '%-block channel." As usual, ~" and v ~ denote the probabilities that q" induces on Z ~ and q5 ~, respectively.
Since our concern is with the behavior of Jt as t --~ ~, no loss in generality results from confining attention solely to values of t of the form t -nr, n = 1, 2, • • • .
For such t consider the transition probability qt = ql~ X q2 ~ X "'" X q~, where each q[ equals q~. That is, qt is the n-fold product of the r-block channel with itself, and corresponds physically to segmenting each source t-block into n successive r-blocks and then transforming these independently with the r-block channel. The probability v t induced by qt on qjt is the one we use to randomly generate the approximating t-blocks of our ensemble. Although qt operates on successive message r-blocks independently of one another, the source [X, g] in general produces message r-blocks that are mutually dependent. As a result, t is not the n-fold product of ,~ with itself. Since this dependence can only decrease the average information It(q) below the value nL(q) it would assume if successive message z-blocks were indeed statistically independent and identically distributed in accordance with t[, we have
We have assumed in the theorem statement that R(D) is finite, so (36) implies that It is finite for every t. This permits us to conclude from Lemma 1 that J <4 w t and, therefore, that the Radon-Nikodym derivative ft = dJ/dw t exists and is unique [wt] . We now introduce the sets 
>= e -tIR(D)+~J ] ft(x, y) d~ ,t = e-t~'(D)+~Jqt(x, (A A F)~),
J~ ~flrx where we have used that fact that A~ fl F~ = (A ~ I~)~. Inequality (37) may be used to cast (33) in the form
At this point we digress momentarily to establish an inequality which we formulate as LEMM2t 2. I f O < ~, "t _6 1 and K >= 1, then
Application of Lemma 2 and the well-known inequality log x =< x --1 to (38) yields 
~_,p~(T~z) > D + • T~ k=O
The ergodic theorem applied to [Z, ~]~ implies that in the limit of large n (large t) the normalized sum in (40) converges in probability to the expected value of pT(z), i.e., to the average distortion of a single r-block. This, of course, is simply the average distortion ~)T(q) associated with the r-block channel, q'. But ~( q ) < D because q" C Q~(D), so ¢J(A) --~ 0 as desired.
As regards r we may write
o~t(r) =¢On~{z:llogfn~(Z) > R(D) + ~}.
(41)
The next step clearly is to apply the AEP. 
,~(q) __ lira It(q__~) < R(D) + ~, n--,~¢ n r t-->¢¢ t
where we have used inequality (36). It follows from (41 ) that ~ t (r) ~ 0, which completes the proof of the positive statement. The negative statement is easily substantiated via proof by contradiction. Indeed, suppose there exists a set S c Y~ for which D(S) _<_ D but which contains only 57 elements, where log N ~ t
[R(D) -el.
Let ~t denote the degenerate transition probability that deterministieally maps each x E X t into whichever y E S minimizes pt (x, y) 
. Then ~)t(~) = D(~) = D, so (l t E Qt(D). Since S contains only 37 elements, we obtain Rt(D) <-~t((i) < t -~ log 2~ < R(D) -e. Moreover, this
inequality chain must hold for all integral multiples of t, too, because repeated use of (it for successive t-blocks leaves the average distortion unchanged and can only decrease the average information rate for a stationary source. The validity of R,~t(D) ~_ R(D) -e for arbitrarily large n, however, contradicts the definition of R (D).
The practical significance of Theorem 2 resides in the following considerations. If we segment each realization of [X, ,a] into successive t-blocks and then map each t-block, x, so obtained into whichever y E S minimizes pt(x, y), the distortion that results is pt(x[S) of (18). For station~ry [X, ~] the average value of this distortion will be the same for each successive t-block, namely D(S) of (17). This segmenting and mapping process deterministically associates with each realization x E X a particular element of Y, call it ys(x). If we let vs denote the probability induced on ~J by [X, ~] and the mapping ys(.), then the associated t-block source [Y, vz] t approximates [X, ~] with an average distortion of D(S) < D -~ e. Since each of the approximating t-blocks that comprise ys(x) is an element of the finite set S, [Y, ps] ~ is a time discrete stationary source with a finite alaphabet. It is well known that the entropy per symbol of such a source never exceeds the logarithm of the number of elements in the source alphabet (Fano, 1961) . Therefore, Theorem 2 guarantees the existence of a source that approximates [X, ~] with an average distortion of D ~ e and also possesses an entropy rate that does not exceed t -1 log N ~ R ( D ) ~ e. Now, the channel coding theorem (Shannon, 1948) states that any discrete source with entropy rate H can, with proper encoding and decoding, be transmitted over any channel of capacity C > H with an arbitrarily small frequency of errors. (See also Dobrushin, 1959, and Wolfowitz, 1964 .) The increase in average distortion that results from transmission of [Y, vs] 
I f IX, ~] is stationary and block ergodic and p is bounded, then it is possible to reproduce the source output at the receiving end of any channel of capacity C > R ( D ) + e with an average distortion with respect to Fp that does not exceed D + e.
Either, but not both, of the e's in Corollary 2 may be set to zero. The following converse of Corollary 2 also is valid.
COI~OLLARY 3. I f IX, ~] has rate distortion ,function R ( D ) with respect to Fp , then its output cannot be reproduced with an average distortion of D or less at the receiving end of any memoryless channel of capacity C < R ( D ).
Proof. Both the proof given by Shannon (1959, Theorem 5) and his subsequent comments regarding the extension to channels with memory can be extended in the usual way to account for abstract alphabets and continuous time. We omit the details.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
In the preceding sections we have formulated and proved the fundamental theorem of rate distortion theory for block ergodic sources with abstract alphabets and single letter fidelity criteria. This is tantamount to establishing the information stability of the source-fidelity criterion combinations in question, an essential requirement for the principal theorems of the generalized theory of information transmission us given by Dobrushin (1959) .
It is possible to extend the above results in several directions. First the extension from single letter distortion measures to distortion measures of span g (Shannon, 1959) is reasonably straightforward. A distortion measure of span g > 0 is any r~onnegative measurable function ~(z) that depends on z only through z ~. The associated fidelity criterion Fn = {nt, g < t < ~} is specified, say for continuous time, by
That is, nt(z) is the sliding average of ~ over all suceesslve joint g-blocks in the joint t-block, z t. If n is bounded, this extension is trivial. If not, then it suffices to replace (16) with the assumption that there exists a time index t > g and an element b E yt such that The block ergodicity assumption clearly may be replaced by the requirement that there exists a divergent sequence {r~} of positive time indices for which IX, ~] is r,-ergodic. Furthermore, there is good reason to suppose that the results can be extended to arbitrary almost pcri0dic ergodie message sources via still more general versions of Thegrem 1 6 It does not suffice for ~,(x, b) to be integrable. The objective is to construct a realization y E Y for which n,(x, y) is integrable for 'all r. If y is to consist of infinite repetitions of some b C yt, then it is also necessary not to incur infinite average distortion when the span of length g overlaps the end of one b and the beginning of the next one.
' " ' ~ and Corollary 1 suggested by Perez (1964) on the basis of work by Jacobs (1959); this matter is presently under investigation. Another point worthy of further study is whether or not condition (16) (or (42)) can be relaxed. For example, if the source and approximating alphabets both arc the real line, the source produces independent Cauchy variates, and the distortion measure is mean squared error, then (16) is not satisfied for any choice of f~. R ( D ) is still defined, however, although there no longer is a distortion value Dm~ above which it vanishes identically. At present there is no guarantee in such cases that the function R ( D ) can be meaningfully interpreted as specifying the rate at which the source produces information relative to the fidelity criterion.
APPENDIX. ERGODICITY, BLOCK ERGODICITY, AND WEAK MIXING
A block ergodic source is ergodic by definition, but an ergodic source need not be block ergodic. Proof. We must show that any weakly mixing source that satisfies (A.2) is r±ergodic for all r > 0. Choose r > 0, let E E 9C be any r-invariant set, and let t in (A.1) tend to infinity in increments of r. The• it follows from (A.1) that O = l l i m l~/ ( k + l )~ 7 . . . . n k=0 Jk~
I~( E n T-~E) -~( E ) I ds.
Changing integration variable to r = s --kr and noting from r-in-variance of E that
E I"1 T-~E = E {'1 T-~(T-k'E) = E I-I T-~E,
we conclude that
Thus, g ( E 17 T-rE,) = g2(E) for almost all r E [0, r]. Since EAT-rE contains E n T -, E we have
, ( E A T -r E ) >_ , ( E ) --~(E n T -' E ) = , ( E ) --~2(E)
for almost all r E [0, T]. It follows from (A.2) that ~( E ) = /~2(E) and, hence, that [X,/~] is r-ergodic as was to be shown. If a time discrete source [X, u] is weakly mixing, then retaining only every rth term in the sum corresponding to (A.1) shows that IX, #]~ also is weakly mixing and thus afortiori ergodic. Hence, weak mixing always implies block ergodicity.
However, block ergodicity does not imply weak mixing. To show this we first exhibit a measure space [~, 5:, P] on which a P-preserving transformation can be defined that fails to be weakly mixing even though all its powers are ergodic. For example, let ~ be the unit circle in the complex plane, 5: be the a-field generated by the open arcs, and P be radian Lebesgue measure. If c C i2 and V~ = c~ defines the transformation V, then it is well known that V is ergodic if and only if c is not a root of unity. But if c is not a root of unity, then neither is c" for any positive integer n, so V ~ is ergodic for all n. However, V is not weakly mixing. To see this, let f(o~) = ~ and observe that U~f = c~f, where U is the isometry induced on L2(P) by V. Employing the notation and weak mixing criterion of Halmos (1956, p. and therefore V is not weakly mixing.
Next, we establish an isomorphism between the rotation V on ~2 and the shift T on the space X of binary sequences as follows. Let ~:~ ~-. X take the point ~ into the binary sequence x = (-• • , x_,, x0, x~, • • • ) specified b y the condition x. = 0 if and only if V"¢o beloi~gS to the upper half of the unit circle, n = 0, 4-1, 4-2, .. • . B y using the fact t h a t the orbit of e a c h ¢ E fl is dense when c is not a root of unity, it is easy to show t h a t ~ is one-to-one. However, ~ is not onto, the sequence comprised entirely of zeros being an example of an x t h a t is not the image under ~ of a n y ~ C ~. Nevertheless, (~, if, P , V') is isomorphic to (X, 9C, ~)/T:) in the sense of Billingsley (1965, p. 53) if ~ is defined b y ~( E ) = P ( O -1 E ) a n d i~ is t h e a-field, generated b y the image of ff under ~. Since ( w e a k ) n~i n g and (block) ergodicity are invariants under such a n j s o m o r p h i s m , IX,/~] is: a stationary block ergodic source t h a t is not ~ e a l d j n~xihg:: ' : ' " ' W e conclude from the above t h a t block ergodicity is more restrictive t h a n erg6c~icity b u t less stringent t h a n weak mixing.
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